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centre of the pan.   The track or die-ring on which they run consists of sections of cast steel, and the tires of the crushing wheels are also of cast steel. Chilian mills are of two kinds 1:—
1.   High-speed—with die-rings of small diameter (4 feet to 6 feet) and crushing wheels also small (2 or 3 feet, with 4 to 6 inches face).   The rate •of speed is 30 to 40 revolutions per minute.
2.   Low-speed—with die-rings of large diameter (6 to 10 feet) and large, heavy crushing wheels (7 to 8 feet, with 20 inches face).   They run at 8 to 12 revolutions per minute.
High-speed mills are commonly used for regrinding, following rolls, breakers and stamps. Low-speed mills are better adapted to amalgamation.2
Two forms of the low-speed Chilian mills are in use. The old form had rollers which turned on separate horizontal axles in a vertical sliding hub. This type has many mechanical defects. In the modern form the rollers are
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Fig. 115. - -Chilian Mill, Gaika Mine, Rhodesia.
carried on an off-set axle, which slides, vertically without turning, in a vertical .spindle driven by the gearing. The rollers retain their vertical position. The .sliming capacity of the mill is increased by the drag due to the off-set .axle.
Jn many cases low-speed mills have been proved to be superior to highspeed machines, and Urbiter,3 has shown by a comparison with other grinding .machines that, although they are not really ^ sinners," they are capable of producing efficiently a large percentage of very fine material. There is a limit, however, to their usefulness, and they cannot be considered as regrinding machines. They are best fed with coarse material, using a large volume of water in the process of crushing. According to Urbiter it only requires one
1  H. A. Megraw, Kmj. and M.WJ. J., Nov. 12, 1910, p. 967; 1913, 96, 18, 821.
2  A. Maclaren, Ewj.\md Mn<j.",/., Aug. 12, 3911, p. 305.
Urbiter, Eutj. and Mny. </., Aug. 5, 1911, p. 257.

